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my father always said fear was a weakness well that s easy to say when you
don t have to worry about vampire slayers or holy water i hate fear but
undead life goes on in the two months since i was attacked in the hospital
morgue and turned into a vampire i ve killed my evil sire cyrus fallen in love with
my new sire nathan and have even gotten used to drinking blood just when things
are finally returning to normal as normal as they can be when sunlight can kill
you nathan becomes possessed and then he slaughters an innocent human now it s
my job to find nathan before the voluntary vampire extinction movement does
because they re just waiting for an excuse to terminate him and anyone foolish
enough to help him but it gets worse it turns out that nathan s been possessed
by one of the most powerful and wicked vampires alive the soul eater and who
knows what vile plan he s concocted with the soul eater and my possessed sire
on the loose i have a lot to fear including being killed again my first sire had
risen from the dead my current sire had two assassins tailing him and the only
thing that could stand in the way of all this chaos was me carrie ames settled
comfortably enough into her life as a vampireuntil the night when without
warning her sire nathan snarling deranged and blood splattered sought to
massacre her just as suddenly nathan had fled from his occult bookshop out
into the darkness like a man possessed carrie knew then it was a point of no
return their blood tie and her love for him were screaming to her to get him back
but even with the aid of the more vampiric max finding and saving nathan would
be no simple task his disappearance was just one element in a sinister underworld
plot that stretched way beyond that momentary madness their only clue a
cryptic mystical prophecy will it come true centuries old vampire lore will be
challenged unspeakable horrors of treachery and retribution will be recounted
mortality and immortality threatened and the darkest of occult forces will be
invoked before the answer is known and even then carrie will have to decide where
her loyalties lie my father always said fear was a weakness well that s easy
to say when you don t have to worry about vampire slayers or holy water i
hate fear but undead life goes on in the two months since i was attacked in the
hospital morgue and turned into a vampire i ve killed my evil sire cyrus fallen in
love with my new sire nathan and have even gotten used to drinking blood just
when things are finally returning to normal as normal as they can be when
sunlight can kill you nathan becomes possessed and then he slaughters an
innocent human now it s my job to find nathan before the voluntary vampire
extinction movement does because they re just waiting for an excuse to
terminate him and anyone foolish enough to help him but it gets worse it turns
out that nathan s been possessed by one of the most powerful and wicked
vampires alive the soul eater and who knows what vile plan he s concocted
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with the soul eater and my possessed sire on the loose i have a lot to fear
including being killed again in this essay monaghan argues for an account of
property possession as strict numerical identity according to this account for
an entity to possess a property is for that entity and that property to be
numerically identical to each other to defend this view he argues against two
views he call externalism and internalism about property possession monaghan
argues that it is impossible for one entity to possess a second entity as a
property he provides replies to variety of objections one might raise against his
account this collection of nine original articles deals with the expression of
possession at various levels of grammar morphological phrasal and syntactic
and from a typologically diverse range of languages including germanic oceanic
meso american and australian aboriginal there are two main aims the first is to
reveal something of the range of constructions employed cross linguistically in
the expression of possession and second to present an understanding of the
possessive relation itself as a cognitive and linguistic phenomenon a guiding
principle in the selection of contributors has been to invite linguists whose
research while not necessarily directly dealing with possession touches on it
and indicates that they are likely to provide fresh perspectives on this well
trodden field key features william mcgregor is a well known expert in this f�eld
of research possession is a paradigm for studies on typology ethnology etc
because a multitude of linguistic and cultural varieties are reflected in this
field new series textbook the analysis of constructions denoting possession
particularly but not exclusively in english has long presented a challenge to
morpho syntactic theory and has been a topic of debate for some time the papers
presented here afford thought provoking insights into the morphosyntactic
nature of possessive markers under a variety of theoretical frameworks the
distribution of phrases expressing possession is explored in a range of languages
including english swedish urdu and west flemish with rigorous exploitation of
corpus data and careful statistical analysis descriptions and analyses
represent the state of the art in research into possessive constructions
particular attention is paid to the english possessive s both synchronically and
diachronically this volume is essential for scholars interested in theoretical
and corpus based linguistics morphosyntactic constructions and the expression
of possession in a time not long from now the veil between fantasy and reality is
ripped asunder creatures of myth and fairy tale spill into the mortal world
enchanted yet horrified humans force the magical beings underground to colonise
the sewers and abandoned subway tunnels beneath their glittering cities but even
magic folk cannot dwell in harmony and soon two worlds emerge the
lightworld home to faeries dragons and dwarves and the darkworld where
vampires werewolves angels and demons lurk now in the dank and shadowy place
between lightworld and darkworld a transformation is about to begin ayla a
half faery half human assassin is stalked by malachi a death angel tasked with
harvesting mortal souls they clash immortality evaporates forging a bond
neither may survive and in the face of unbridled ambitions and untested loyalties
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an ominous prophecy is revealed that will shake the worlds an innovative work
of both economic anthropology and literary history arts of possession draws
on philosophical theoretical literary historical and archival sources and
insights to situate the household at the center of the social and cultural
imagination of fourteenth century england d vance smith argues that in a period
commonly represented as precapitalist there actually existed a sophisticated
economic discourse and that discourse underlies common forms of representation
and the writing of literary texts his work provides a new historiography of
capital and of the development of the relation between economic sophistication
and cultural practices smith reads well known and less appreciated works such
as winner and waster sir launfal the canterbury tales and piers plowman for
what they can tell us about the surpluses and economies that drew the
medieval imagination and about the complex ethics of possession at the heart of
the fourteenth century household in bringing this to light smith s book itself
becomes an eloquent meditation on the poetics and ethics of possession graf s
stuck in a town where no one enters and no one leaves in basketball as in most
sports a large part of a coach s responsibility is to prepare his or her team for
games yet little time in practice is typically devoted to readying the players
and coaches for specific game situations for instance what are the various
ways to use dead ball moments to maximum advantage what adjustments
should be made to launch a comeback in particular circumstances when is it
favorable to purposefully miss a foul shot in odds on basketball coaching
crafting high percentage strategies for game situations michael j coffino
presents an innovative system for coaches to prepare for specific game scenarios
coffino challenges coaches to think differently about what they emphasize in
practice placing greater value on preparing for recurring game situations
crafting strategies by assessing the odds and creating a culture that elevates
how players think about the game each chapter begins with an actual game
scenario that illustrates the chapter s content and includes discussions of
notable college and professional basketball games in order to demonstrate
specific points odds on basketball coaching provides a framework for making
game decisions beyond instincts and habits it is intended more than anything to
stimulate coaches and players to think comprehensively and realistically about
how to approach games and practices fostering an environment where everyone
can more incisively make game time decisions while high school and youth
basketball coaches will find this book most helpful coaches at all levels will
benefit from this novel approach to the game when liz talbot s husband left her
for a woman half her age liz put all her passions into her bakery the problem is
that fad diets and fitness crazes are ruining sales and she s barely staying
afloat liz s luck seems to be changing when her ex dies without changing his will
leaving her the main beneficiary unfortunately one of the things she inherits is the
advertising agency she left behind to pursue her dream of baking her partner the
newly widowed husband stealer brandi with a heart over the i as the new co
owner of talbot advertising in the toilet since the death of her ex that s right
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she s now the proprietor of two failing businesses liz is more determined than
ever to break out and make a name for herself as an artisan baker extraordinaire
providing her products can catch the eye of the nabisco food scout who is as
elusive as he is mysterious krista hart publisher of the weekly london ladies
gazette heart to heart is not afraid to speak her mind even on such unpopular
issues as social reform risking her reputation and her very safety krista will
not be intimidated although she knows full well she is the target of angry
opposition for her outspoken views when she encounters a powerful viking
descendant imprisoned as a local sideshow attraction krista angrily demands his
release although she tells herself that freeing leif draugr is simply the right
thing to do she can t deny being attracted to the fierce nordic chieftain
especially after her father transforms him into a proper english gentleman but as
anonymous threats against krista become more and more aggressive it is leif who
must face the unseen enemies desperate to silence her even as they push her closer
into the embrace of a warrior prepared to do whatever it takes to make her his
few linguistic concepts are more elusive than possession the present collection
of articles selected from an international workshop held in copenhagen in may
1998 confronts the subject from several angles lexicon the semantics of
possession and the verb have the syntax of genitives and other possessive
structures the interaction of verbal and nominal constructions the semantic
and textual implications of the alienable inalienable distinction etc and
approaches formal semantics functional semantics and syntax as diachronic and
typological comparisons the languages covered include both european
languages such as danish french russian spanish portuguese and latin and
several american australian african and asian languages this volume in which
the contributing scholars have sought to examine as many dimensions as possible
is of interest to all linguists in particular those working in the field of
typology and functional approaches to language special edition of the federal
register containing a codification of documents of general applicability and
future effect with ancillaries possession is a book for coaches of all levels
who want their teams to pass the ball and pass it well it combines a thorough
explanation of possession concepts with 30 practical possession exercises to
help your team develop its ability to keep the ball easy to understand diagrams
help you understand the layout and design of these exercises more importantly
the exercises include explanations about the critical coaching points and the
most common mistakes the players will make when playing these exercises these
insightful tips give coaches a head start by showing you what to expect once
an exercise begins the mistakes to look for and the proper corrections to make an
anthology of ten short stories by one of korea s foremost living writers pak
wanso is the author of five novels including the naked tree and of several best
selling volumes of short prose her works have sold millions of copies in korea
where the public and critics alike have applauded pak as a masterful realist the
literary world of pak depicts the trials of the korean war and the subsequent
three decades of upheaval during which korea was transformed from a military
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dictatorship and an agriculturally based society to an urban industrialized
albeit troubled democracy pak offers a searching woman s perspective on
radical changes in korean family structures and social values exposing the
cruelty and hypocrisy of korea s confucian traditions which have subjugated
women for centuries her realistic prose also portrays the dehumanizing impacts
of the capitalist market order that characterizes korea today with rich insight
pak presents moral ambiguities inherent in korea s society today and encourages
her readers to question the injustices that prevail in the more impersonal and
often alienated world emerging in a globalized korea an anthology of ten short
stories by one of korea s foremost living writers pak wanso is the author of
five novels including the naked tree and of several best selling volumes of short
prose her works have sold millions of copies in korea where the public and critics
alike have applauded pak as a masterful realist the literary world of pak
depicts the trials of the korean war and the subsequent three decades of
upheaval during which korea was transformed from a military dictatorship and
an agriculturally based society to an urban industrialized albeit troubled
democracy pak offers a searching woman s perspective on radical changes in
korean family structures and social values exposing the cruelty and hypocrisy
of korea s confucian traditions which have subjugated women for centuries her
realistic prose also portrays the dehumanizing impacts of the capitalist market
order that characterizes korea today with rich insight pak presents moral
ambiguities inherent in korea s society today and encourages her readers to
question the injustices that prevail in the more impersonal and often alienated
world emerging in a globalized korea this book discusses the constructions used
in belarusian and lithuanian to express predicative possession the work is
written within a typological frame the belarusian and lithuanian constructions
are analyzed in the light of the typology of the possessive predicative
constructions proposed by heine 1997 this book discusses existential and
possessive constructions in two important yet under studied language families
slavic and finno ugric using data from the slavic languages of polish belarusian
and russian and the finno ugric languages of finnish hungarian meadow mari komi
permiyak and udmurt as well as the closely related selkup of the samoyedic
family the chapters in this volume analyse predicative possession in current
syntactic terms seeking an answer to the theoretical question of whether be
possessives and have possessives are just accidental values of the possessive
parameter or are intrinsically related this book takes a comparative approach
to a whole range of syntactic and semantic phenomena that appear in these
constructions including the definiteness restriction genitive of negation person
number agreement argument structure and extractability the individual case
studies can be easily integrated into the principles parameters framework in terms
of parametric variation approaches to predicative possession is an important
contribution to our understanding of predicative possession across languages
with findings that can be fruitfully extended to other language families it is an
equally useful source of information for theoretical linguists typologists and
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graduate students of linguistics the code of federal regulations is the
codification of the general and permanent rules published in the federal register
by the executive departments and agencies of the federal government a history
that reframes the bolsheviks unprecedented attempts to abolish private
property after the revolutions of 1917 the revolutions of 1917 swept away
not only russia s governing authority but also the property order on which it
stood the upheaval sparked waves of dispossession that rapidly moved beyond
the seizure of factories and farms from industrialists and landowners envisioned
by bolshevik revolutionaries to penetrate the bedrock of social life the spaces
where people lived in power and possession in the russian revolution anne o
donnell reimagines the bolsheviks unprecedented effort to eradicate private
property and to create a new political economy socialism to replace it o
donnell s account captures the story of property in reverse showing how the
bonds connecting people to their things were broken and how new ways of
knowing things valuing them and possessing them coalesced amid the political
ferment and economic disarray of the revolution o donnell reminds us that
russia s postrevolutionary confiscation of property like many other episodes of
mass dispossession in the twentieth century largely escaped traditional forms
of record keeping she repairs this omission drawing on sources that chronicle the
lived experience of upheaval popular petitions apartment inspections internal
audits of revolutionary institutions and records of the political police to
reconstruct an archive of dispossession the result is an unusually intimate
history of the bolsheviks attempts to conquer people and things the bolsheviks
reimagining of property not only changed peoples lives and destinies it formed the
foundation of a new type of state one that eschewed the defense of private
property rights in favor of an enduring but enigmatic new domain socialist state
property this is the first comprehensive treatment of the strategies employed in
the world s languages to express predicative possession as in the boy has a bat
it presents the results of the author s fifteen year research project on the
subject predicative possession is the source of many grammaticalization paths
as in the english perfect tense formed from to have and its typology is an
important key to understanding the structural variety of the world s
languages and how they change drawing on data from some 400 languages
representing all the world s language families most of which lack a close
equivalent to the verb to have professor stassen aims a to establish a
typology of four basic types of predicative possession b to discover and
describe the processes by which standard constructions can be modified and c to
explore links between the typology of predicative possession and other
typologies in order to reveal patterns of interdependence he shows for example
that the parameter of simultaneous sequencing the way a language formally
encodes a sequence like john sang and mary danced correlates with the way it
encodes predicative possession by means of this and other links the author sets
up a single universal model in order to account for all morphosyntactic
variation in predicative possession found in the languages of the world including
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patterns of variation over time predicative possession will interest scholars
and advanced students of language typology diachronic linguistics morphology
and syntax linguists and anthropologists explore the intriguing variety of
possessive phrases denoting ownership of property whole part relations such as
body and plant parts and blood and affinal kinship relations across a wide
range of languages like others in the series this pioneering book will be equally
valued in linguistics and anthropology this book is a functional typological
study of possession splits in european languages it shows that genetically and
structurally diverse languages such as icelandic welsh and maltese display
possessive systems which are sensitive to semantically based distinctions
reminiscent of the alienability correlation these distinctions are grammatically
relevant in many european languages because they require dedicated
constructions what makes these split possessive systems interesting for the
linguist is the interaction of semantic criteria with pragmatics and syntax
neutralisation of distinctions occurs under focus the same happens if one of the
constituents of a possessive construction is syntactically heavy these effects
can be observed in the majority of the 50 sample languages possessive splits are
strong in those languages which are outside the standard average european
group the bulk of the european languages do not behave much differently from
those non european languages for which possession splits are reported the book
reveals interesting new facts about european languages and possession to
typologists universals researchers and areal linguists the code of federal
regulations is a codification of the general and permanent rules published in the
federal register by the executive departments and agencies of the united states
federal government as a new resident of togo in 1985 judy rosenthal witnessed
her first gorovodu trance ritual over the next eleven years she studied this
voodoo in west africa s ewe populations of coastal ghana togo and benin an
area once called the slave coast the result is possession ecstasy and law in
ewe voodoo an ethnography of spirit possession that focuses on law and
morality in medecine vodu orders gorovodu is not a doctrinal set but rather a
lingusitic moral and spiritual community with both real and imagined aspects in
medecine vodu possession the deities evoked are spirits of bought people from the
savanna regions slaves who worked for southern coastal lineages often
marrying into ewe families drumming and dancing rituals replete with voluptuous
trances and gender reversals bring these foreign spirits back into ewe communities
to protect worshippers heal the sick and troubled arbitrate disputes and enjoy
themselves as they did before they died rosenthal employs bakhtin s theory of
carnival to interpret the openly festive element of gorovodu the changeable
nature of the religion echoes the lack of boundaries of the gorovodu family and
the residents belief that communal and individual identity are fluid rather than
fixed numerous name changes early in this century indicated a strategy for
resisting colonial control writing from a background of anthropology
rosenthal carefully monitors her own role as narrator in the book aware of
the cultural distance between her and the africans she is writing about she
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intends this ethnography to mirror the texts of voodoo itself a body of
signifiers and meanings with which the reader must interact in order to make sense
of it the grammar of possession inalienability incorporation and possessor
ascension in guaran� is an exhaustive study of linguistic structures in
paraguayan guaran� which are directly or indirectly associated with the
semantic domain of inalienability constructions analyzed in the book include
adnominal and predicative possessive constructions noun incorporation and
possessor ascension examples are drawn from a rich data base that incorporate
native speaker intuitions and resources in the construction of illustrative
linguistic forms as well as the analysis of the communicative use of the forms
under study the book provides a complete picture of inalienability as a coherent
integrated system of grammatical and semantic oppositions in a language that
has received little attention in the theoretical linguistic literature the
analysis moves from general principles to specific details of the language while
applying principles of cognitive grammar and functional linguistics there is an
explicit aim to uncover the particularities of form meaning connections as well
as the communicative and discourse functions of the structures examined other
approaches are also considered when appropriate resulting in a theoretically
informed study that contains a rich variety of considerations if you were
murdered by a stranger wouldn t you want the chance to be able to come back
and find out who killed you and why j was born blind but she could see things
her gift has always helped the police find such things as missing persons serial
killers a ghost or two detective kiel stark has worked homicide for eight years
but he has never met this mysterious seer his fellow officers claim could almost
perform miracles not until a gruesome triple homicide has his superiors calling in
the reserved woman to help with the case now stark is faced with a double
threat not only is he finding himself dangerously attracted to the enigmatic
beauty but she could very well discover his own carefully guarded secret a
secret that could bring an end to his career his way of life and any future he had
hoped to have tells a story of injustice and passionate resistance to religious
persecution in the last years of queen elizabeth s reign through an analysis of a
sensational series of demonic possessions and exorcisms this book highlights the
existence of controversies in print in the late elizabethan period of the kind that
would one day lead to civil war in africa as well as in europe many spirits and
their mediums are part of local as well as global cultures christian spirits
named hitler mussolini or king bruce bruce lee flourish in a pantheon of new holy
spirits in uganda waging war against the government spirits of airplanes engines
guitars and angels are found in central africa and thunder snakes and rain as
well as playboys and prostitutes inhabit the spirit world in west africa spirit
possession cults have continued to proliferate even in the secular west and
continue to be a subject of intense interest despite the continuous expansion of
the field some problems are only now beginning to be explored the experts in this
volume focus on questions of power the history and inner dynamics of cults the
role of gender and images of the other based on research conducted during the
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last fifteen years in africa the contributors document changes taking place
across the continent as possession beliefs and practices respond to new
circumstances and address the shifting local implications of an increasingly
global socio economy gender ethnicity and class are examined as intersecting
forces and features of spirit phenomena the case studies presented are richly
contextualized history social organization and upheaval alternative religious
options all are considered relevant to an understanding of possession forms
contributors leslie sharp heike behrend adeline masquelier mathias krings jean paul
colleyn alexandra o de sousa susan kenyon tobias wendl ute luig and linda giles
co published with james currey publishers u k the wisconsin edition is not for sale
in the united kingdon the traditional british commonwealth excepting canada nor
in europe this book provides a fascinating historical and cultural overview of
traditional beliefs about spirit possession and exorcism around the world from
europe to asia and the middle east to the americas possession and exorcism are
elements that occur in nearly every culture why is belief in spiritual possession
so universal this accessible reference volume offers a broad sample of the
traditions and cultures involving possession and exorcism presenting thoughts
on this widely popular topic by experts from the fields of anthropology
sociology religious studies history neuroscience forensics and theology the
entries cover the subject of possession and exorcism across all inhabited
continents from the bronze age to the 21st century providing information that
is accessible and intriguing as well as scholarly and authoritative beyond
addressing the christian tradition of possession and exorcism pentecostalism and
new age and less widely known western concepts about possession and exorcism
this work examines ideas about possession and exorcism from other world
religions and the indigenous cultures of asia africa and the americas it also
covers historic cases of possession and presents biographies of famous
theologians exorcists and possessed individuals high school and undergraduate
readers will learn about world history religious and spiritual traditions and
world cultures through a topic that figures prominently in popular culture
and modern entertainment bibliographies that accompany each entry as well as a
selected general bibliography serve to help students locate print and electronic
sources of additional information first published in 2002 this volume is part of
the outstanding dissertations in linguistics series the aim of this thesis is to
investigate the syntax of possession expressions in japanese at the sentential
level it starts with a background of possessive syntax and illustrates how
japanese presents us with an interesting case study of possessive syntax
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Blood Ties Book Two: Possession 2007-02-01 my father always said fear
was a weakness well that s easy to say when you don t have to worry about
vampire slayers or holy water i hate fear but undead life goes on in the two
months since i was attacked in the hospital morgue and turned into a vampire i ve
killed my evil sire cyrus fallen in love with my new sire nathan and have even
gotten used to drinking blood just when things are finally returning to normal
as normal as they can be when sunlight can kill you nathan becomes possessed
and then he slaughters an innocent human now it s my job to find nathan before
the voluntary vampire extinction movement does because they re just waiting
for an excuse to terminate him and anyone foolish enough to help him but it gets
worse it turns out that nathan s been possessed by one of the most powerful
and wicked vampires alive the soul eater and who knows what vile plan he s
concocted with the soul eater and my possessed sire on the loose i have a lot
to fear including being killed again
Blood Ties Book Two 2011-09-01 my first sire had risen from the dead my
current sire had two assassins tailing him and the only thing that could stand
in the way of all this chaos was me carrie ames settled comfortably enough
into her life as a vampireuntil the night when without warning her sire nathan
snarling deranged and blood splattered sought to massacre her just as
suddenly nathan had fled from his occult bookshop out into the darkness like a
man possessed carrie knew then it was a point of no return their blood tie and
her love for him were screaming to her to get him back but even with the aid of
the more vampiric max finding and saving nathan would be no simple task his
disappearance was just one element in a sinister underworld plot that stretched
way beyond that momentary madness their only clue a cryptic mystical
prophecy will it come true centuries old vampire lore will be challenged
unspeakable horrors of treachery and retribution will be recounted mortality
and immortality threatened and the darkest of occult forces will be invoked
before the answer is known and even then carrie will have to decide where her
loyalties lie
Possession 2012-10-15 my father always said fear was a weakness well that
s easy to say when you don t have to worry about vampire slayers or holy
water i hate fear but undead life goes on in the two months since i was attacked
in the hospital morgue and turned into a vampire i ve killed my evil sire cyrus
fallen in love with my new sire nathan and have even gotten used to drinking
blood just when things are finally returning to normal as normal as they can be
when sunlight can kill you nathan becomes possessed and then he slaughters an
innocent human now it s my job to find nathan before the voluntary vampire
extinction movement does because they re just waiting for an excuse to
terminate him and anyone foolish enough to help him but it gets worse it turns
out that nathan s been possessed by one of the most powerful and wicked
vampires alive the soul eater and who knows what vile plan he s concocted
with the soul eater and my possessed sire on the loose i have a lot to fear
including being killed again
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Property Possession as Identity 2013-05-02 in this essay monaghan argues for
an account of property possession as strict numerical identity according to
this account for an entity to possess a property is for that entity and that
property to be numerically identical to each other to defend this view he argues
against two views he call externalism and internalism about property
possession monaghan argues that it is impossible for one entity to possess a
second entity as a property he provides replies to variety of objections one
might raise against his account
The Expression of Possession 2010-01-13 this collection of nine original
articles deals with the expression of possession at various levels of grammar
morphological phrasal and syntactic and from a typologically diverse range of
languages including germanic oceanic meso american and australian aboriginal
there are two main aims the first is to reveal something of the range of
constructions employed cross linguistically in the expression of possession and
second to present an understanding of the possessive relation itself as a
cognitive and linguistic phenomenon a guiding principle in the selection of
contributors has been to invite linguists whose research while not necessarily
directly dealing with possession touches on it and indicates that they are likely
to provide fresh perspectives on this well trodden field key features william
mcgregor is a well known expert in this f�eld of research possession is a
paradigm for studies on typology ethnology etc because a multitude of
linguistic and cultural varieties are reflected in this field new series textbook
A Guardian's Possession 2019-05-15 the analysis of constructions denoting
possession particularly but not exclusively in english has long presented a
challenge to morpho syntactic theory and has been a topic of debate for some
time the papers presented here afford thought provoking insights into the
morphosyntactic nature of possessive markers under a variety of theoretical
frameworks the distribution of phrases expressing possession is explored in a
range of languages including english swedish urdu and west flemish with
rigorous exploitation of corpus data and careful statistical analysis
descriptions and analyses represent the state of the art in research into
possessive constructions particular attention is paid to the english possessive
s both synchronically and diachronically this volume is essential for scholars
interested in theoretical and corpus based linguistics morphosyntactic
constructions and the expression of possession
Morphosyntactic Categories and the Expression of Possession 2013-01-01 in a
time not long from now the veil between fantasy and reality is ripped asunder
creatures of myth and fairy tale spill into the mortal world enchanted yet
horrified humans force the magical beings underground to colonise the sewers
and abandoned subway tunnels beneath their glittering cities but even magic folk
cannot dwell in harmony and soon two worlds emerge the lightworld home to
faeries dragons and dwarves and the darkworld where vampires werewolves
angels and demons lurk now in the dank and shadowy place between lightworld
and darkworld a transformation is about to begin ayla a half faery half human
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assassin is stalked by malachi a death angel tasked with harvesting mortal
souls they clash immortality evaporates forging a bond neither may survive and
in the face of unbridled ambitions and untested loyalties an ominous prophecy is
revealed that will shake the worlds
Queene Of Light 2012-07-01 an innovative work of both economic
anthropology and literary history arts of possession draws on philosophical
theoretical literary historical and archival sources and insights to situate the
household at the center of the social and cultural imagination of fourteenth
century england d vance smith argues that in a period commonly represented as
precapitalist there actually existed a sophisticated economic discourse and
that discourse underlies common forms of representation and the writing of
literary texts his work provides a new historiography of capital and of the
development of the relation between economic sophistication and cultural
practices smith reads well known and less appreciated works such as winner and
waster sir launfal the canterbury tales and piers plowman for what they can
tell us about the surpluses and economies that drew the medieval imagination
and about the complex ethics of possession at the heart of the fourteenth
century household in bringing this to light smith s book itself becomes an
eloquent meditation on the poetics and ethics of possession
On Some Tientsin Birds, Collected by Mr. Fleming ... in the Possession of Mr.
Whiteley. [From the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of London, November
25, 1862.] 1863 graf s stuck in a town where no one enters and no one leaves
Arts of Possession 2003-01-01 in basketball as in most sports a large part
of a coach s responsibility is to prepare his or her team for games yet little time
in practice is typically devoted to readying the players and coaches for specific
game situations for instance what are the various ways to use dead ball
moments to maximum advantage what adjustments should be made to launch a
comeback in particular circumstances when is it favorable to purposefully miss
a foul shot in odds on basketball coaching crafting high percentage strategies
for game situations michael j coffino presents an innovative system for coaches
to prepare for specific game scenarios coffino challenges coaches to think
differently about what they emphasize in practice placing greater value on
preparing for recurring game situations crafting strategies by assessing the
odds and creating a culture that elevates how players think about the game
each chapter begins with an actual game scenario that illustrates the chapter
s content and includes discussions of notable college and professional
basketball games in order to demonstrate specific points odds on basketball
coaching provides a framework for making game decisions beyond instincts and
habits it is intended more than anything to stimulate coaches and players to
think comprehensively and realistically about how to approach games and
practices fostering an environment where everyone can more incisively make game
time decisions while high school and youth basketball coaches will find this
book most helpful coaches at all levels will benefit from this novel approach
to the game
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American Vampire 2011-05-01 when liz talbot s husband left her for a woman
half her age liz put all her passions into her bakery the problem is that fad diets
and fitness crazes are ruining sales and she s barely staying afloat liz s luck
seems to be changing when her ex dies without changing his will leaving her the
main beneficiary unfortunately one of the things she inherits is the advertising
agency she left behind to pursue her dream of baking her partner the newly
widowed husband stealer brandi with a heart over the i as the new co owner of
talbot advertising in the toilet since the death of her ex that s right she s now
the proprietor of two failing businesses liz is more determined than ever to break
out and make a name for herself as an artisan baker extraordinaire providing her
products can catch the eye of the nabisco food scout who is as elusive as he is
mysterious
Odds-On Basketball Coaching 2017-07-25 krista hart publisher of the weekly
london ladies gazette heart to heart is not afraid to speak her mind even on such
unpopular issues as social reform risking her reputation and her very safety
krista will not be intimidated although she knows full well she is the target of
angry opposition for her outspoken views when she encounters a powerful viking
descendant imprisoned as a local sideshow attraction krista angrily demands his
release although she tells herself that freeing leif draugr is simply the right
thing to do she can t deny being attracted to the fierce nordic chieftain
especially after her father transforms him into a proper english gentleman but as
anonymous threats against krista become more and more aggressive it is leif who
must face the unseen enemies desperate to silence her even as they push her closer
into the embrace of a warrior prepared to do whatever it takes to make her his
Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Circuit Court of the United
States, for the First Circuit. By W. W. Storey. Oct. Term 1839(-May Term
1845). 1842 few linguistic concepts are more elusive than possession the
present collection of articles selected from an international workshop held in
copenhagen in may 1998 confronts the subject from several angles lexicon the
semantics of possession and the verb have the syntax of genitives and other
possessive structures the interaction of verbal and nominal constructions the
semantic and textual implications of the alienable inalienable distinction etc and
approaches formal semantics functional semantics and syntax as diachronic and
typological comparisons the languages covered include both european
languages such as danish french russian spanish portuguese and latin and
several american australian african and asian languages this volume in which
the contributing scholars have sought to examine as many dimensions as possible
is of interest to all linguists in particular those working in the field of
typology and functional approaches to language
Icing On The Cake 2007-01-01 special edition of the federal register containing
a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect with
ancillaries
Heart Of Honor 2007-01-01 possession is a book for coaches of all levels
who want their teams to pass the ball and pass it well it combines a thorough
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explanation of possession concepts with 30 practical possession exercises to
help your team develop its ability to keep the ball easy to understand diagrams
help you understand the layout and design of these exercises more importantly
the exercises include explanations about the critical coaching points and the
most common mistakes the players will make when playing these exercises these
insightful tips give coaches a head start by showing you what to expect once
an exercise begins the mistakes to look for and the proper corrections to make
The Northwestern Reporter 1883 an anthology of ten short stories by one of
korea s foremost living writers pak wanso is the author of five novels including
the naked tree and of several best selling volumes of short prose her works
have sold millions of copies in korea where the public and critics alike have
applauded pak as a masterful realist the literary world of pak depicts the
trials of the korean war and the subsequent three decades of upheaval during
which korea was transformed from a military dictatorship and an
agriculturally based society to an urban industrialized albeit troubled
democracy pak offers a searching woman s perspective on radical changes in
korean family structures and social values exposing the cruelty and hypocrisy
of korea s confucian traditions which have subjugated women for centuries her
realistic prose also portrays the dehumanizing impacts of the capitalist market
order that characterizes korea today with rich insight pak presents moral
ambiguities inherent in korea s society today and encourages her readers to
question the injustices that prevail in the more impersonal and often alienated
world emerging in a globalized korea
Dimensions of Possession 2001-01-01 an anthology of ten short stories by one
of korea s foremost living writers pak wanso is the author of five novels
including the naked tree and of several best selling volumes of short prose her
works have sold millions of copies in korea where the public and critics alike
have applauded pak as a masterful realist the literary world of pak depicts the
trials of the korean war and the subsequent three decades of upheaval during
which korea was transformed from a military dictatorship and an
agriculturally based society to an urban industrialized albeit troubled
democracy pak offers a searching woman s perspective on radical changes in
korean family structures and social values exposing the cruelty and hypocrisy
of korea s confucian traditions which have subjugated women for centuries her
realistic prose also portrays the dehumanizing impacts of the capitalist market
order that characterizes korea today with rich insight pak presents moral
ambiguities inherent in korea s society today and encourages her readers to
question the injustices that prevail in the more impersonal and often alienated
world emerging in a globalized korea
Code of Federal Regulations 2002 this book discusses the constructions used
in belarusian and lithuanian to express predicative possession the work is
written within a typological frame the belarusian and lithuanian constructions
are analyzed in the light of the typology of the possessive predicative
constructions proposed by heine 1997
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Soccer iQ Presents Possession 2015-04-10 this book discusses existential and
possessive constructions in two important yet under studied language families
slavic and finno ugric using data from the slavic languages of polish belarusian
and russian and the finno ugric languages of finnish hungarian meadow mari komi
permiyak and udmurt as well as the closely related selkup of the samoyedic
family the chapters in this volume analyse predicative possession in current
syntactic terms seeking an answer to the theoretical question of whether be
possessives and have possessives are just accidental values of the possessive
parameter or are intrinsically related this book takes a comparative approach
to a whole range of syntactic and semantic phenomena that appear in these
constructions including the definiteness restriction genitive of negation person
number agreement argument structure and extractability the individual case
studies can be easily integrated into the principles parameters framework in terms
of parametric variation approaches to predicative possession is an important
contribution to our understanding of predicative possession across languages
with findings that can be fruitfully extended to other language families it is an
equally useful source of information for theoretical linguists typologists and
graduate students of linguistics
My Very Last Possession 1999-06-18 the code of federal regulations is the
codification of the general and permanent rules published in the federal register
by the executive departments and agencies of the federal government
My Very Last Possession and Other Stories 2018-10-24 a history that
reframes the bolsheviks unprecedented attempts to abolish private property
after the revolutions of 1917 the revolutions of 1917 swept away not only
russia s governing authority but also the property order on which it stood the
upheaval sparked waves of dispossession that rapidly moved beyond the seizure
of factories and farms from industrialists and landowners envisioned by
bolshevik revolutionaries to penetrate the bedrock of social life the spaces
where people lived in power and possession in the russian revolution anne o
donnell reimagines the bolsheviks unprecedented effort to eradicate private
property and to create a new political economy socialism to replace it o
donnell s account captures the story of property in reverse showing how the
bonds connecting people to their things were broken and how new ways of
knowing things valuing them and possessing them coalesced amid the political
ferment and economic disarray of the revolution o donnell reminds us that
russia s postrevolutionary confiscation of property like many other episodes of
mass dispossession in the twentieth century largely escaped traditional forms
of record keeping she repairs this omission drawing on sources that chronicle the
lived experience of upheaval popular petitions apartment inspections internal
audits of revolutionary institutions and records of the political police to
reconstruct an archive of dispossession the result is an unusually intimate
history of the bolsheviks attempts to conquer people and things the bolsheviks
reimagining of property not only changed peoples lives and destinies it formed the
foundation of a new type of state one that eschewed the defense of private
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property rights in favor of an enduring but enigmatic new domain socialist state
property
The Expression of Predicative Possession 2015-03-30 this is the first
comprehensive treatment of the strategies employed in the world s languages to
express predicative possession as in the boy has a bat it presents the results of
the author s fifteen year research project on the subject predicative possession
is the source of many grammaticalization paths as in the english perfect tense
formed from to have and its typology is an important key to understanding the
structural variety of the world s languages and how they change drawing on
data from some 400 languages representing all the world s language families
most of which lack a close equivalent to the verb to have professor stassen
aims a to establish a typology of four basic types of predicative possession b
to discover and describe the processes by which standard constructions can be
modified and c to explore links between the typology of predicative possession
and other typologies in order to reveal patterns of interdependence he shows
for example that the parameter of simultaneous sequencing the way a language
formally encodes a sequence like john sang and mary danced correlates with the
way it encodes predicative possession by means of this and other links the
author sets up a single universal model in order to account for all
morphosyntactic variation in predicative possession found in the languages of
the world including patterns of variation over time predicative possession will
interest scholars and advanced students of language typology diachronic
linguistics morphology and syntax
Approaches to Predicative Possession 2020-02-20 linguists and
anthropologists explore the intriguing variety of possessive phrases denoting
ownership of property whole part relations such as body and plant parts and
blood and affinal kinship relations across a wide range of languages like others
in the series this pioneering book will be equally valued in linguistics and
anthropology
Considerations for and Against the Reduction of Federal Penalties for
Possession of Small Amounts of Marihuana for Personal Use 1977 this book is
a functional typological study of possession splits in european languages it
shows that genetically and structurally diverse languages such as icelandic
welsh and maltese display possessive systems which are sensitive to
semantically based distinctions reminiscent of the alienability correlation these
distinctions are grammatically relevant in many european languages because
they require dedicated constructions what makes these split possessive systems
interesting for the linguist is the interaction of semantic criteria with
pragmatics and syntax neutralisation of distinctions occurs under focus the
same happens if one of the constituents of a possessive construction is
syntactically heavy these effects can be observed in the majority of the 50
sample languages possessive splits are strong in those languages which are
outside the standard average european group the bulk of the european
languages do not behave much differently from those non european languages
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for which possession splits are reported the book reveals interesting new facts
about european languages and possession to typologists universals
researchers and areal linguists
Reports of Cases Argued and Decided in the Supreme Court of the State of
Texas 1883 the code of federal regulations is a codification of the general and
permanent rules published in the federal register by the executive departments and
agencies of the united states federal government
The Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of America 1985 as a
new resident of togo in 1985 judy rosenthal witnessed her first gorovodu
trance ritual over the next eleven years she studied this voodoo in west africa
s ewe populations of coastal ghana togo and benin an area once called the
slave coast the result is possession ecstasy and law in ewe voodoo an
ethnography of spirit possession that focuses on law and morality in medecine
vodu orders gorovodu is not a doctrinal set but rather a lingusitic moral and
spiritual community with both real and imagined aspects in medecine vodu
possession the deities evoked are spirits of bought people from the savanna
regions slaves who worked for southern coastal lineages often marrying into
ewe families drumming and dancing rituals replete with voluptuous trances and
gender reversals bring these foreign spirits back into ewe communities to protect
worshippers heal the sick and troubled arbitrate disputes and enjoy themselves
as they did before they died rosenthal employs bakhtin s theory of carnival to
interpret the openly festive element of gorovodu the changeable nature of the
religion echoes the lack of boundaries of the gorovodu family and the residents
belief that communal and individual identity are fluid rather than fixed numerous
name changes early in this century indicated a strategy for resisting colonial
control writing from a background of anthropology rosenthal carefully
monitors her own role as narrator in the book aware of the cultural distance
between her and the africans she is writing about she intends this ethnography to
mirror the texts of voodoo itself a body of signifiers and meanings with which
the reader must interact in order to make sense of it
Power and Possession in the Russian Revolution 2024-01-16 the grammar of
possession inalienability incorporation and possessor ascension in guaran� is an
exhaustive study of linguistic structures in paraguayan guaran� which are
directly or indirectly associated with the semantic domain of inalienability
constructions analyzed in the book include adnominal and predicative possessive
constructions noun incorporation and possessor ascension examples are drawn
from a rich data base that incorporate native speaker intuitions and resources
in the construction of illustrative linguistic forms as well as the analysis of
the communicative use of the forms under study the book provides a complete
picture of inalienability as a coherent integrated system of grammatical and
semantic oppositions in a language that has received little attention in the
theoretical linguistic literature the analysis moves from general principles to
specific details of the language while applying principles of cognitive grammar
and functional linguistics there is an explicit aim to uncover the particularities
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of form meaning connections as well as the communicative and discourse
functions of the structures examined other approaches are also considered when
appropriate resulting in a theoretically informed study that contains a rich
variety of considerations
Predicative Possession 2009-05-07 if you were murdered by a stranger wouldn
t you want the chance to be able to come back and find out who killed you and
why j was born blind but she could see things her gift has always helped the
police find such things as missing persons serial killers a ghost or two detective
kiel stark has worked homicide for eight years but he has never met this
mysterious seer his fellow officers claim could almost perform miracles not
until a gruesome triple homicide has his superiors calling in the reserved woman
to help with the case now stark is faced with a double threat not only is he
finding himself dangerously attracted to the enigmatic beauty but she could
very well discover his own carefully guarded secret a secret that could bring
an end to his career his way of life and any future he had hoped to have
Possession and Ownership 2013 tells a story of injustice and passionate
resistance to religious persecution in the last years of queen elizabeth s reign
through an analysis of a sensational series of demonic possessions and
exorcisms this book highlights the existence of controversies in print in the late
elizabethan period of the kind that would one day lead to civil war
Split Possession 2008 in africa as well as in europe many spirits and their
mediums are part of local as well as global cultures christian spirits named
hitler mussolini or king bruce bruce lee flourish in a pantheon of new holy spirits
in uganda waging war against the government spirits of airplanes engines guitars
and angels are found in central africa and thunder snakes and rain as well as
playboys and prostitutes inhabit the spirit world in west africa spirit
possession cults have continued to proliferate even in the secular west and
continue to be a subject of intense interest despite the continuous expansion of
the field some problems are only now beginning to be explored the experts in this
volume focus on questions of power the history and inner dynamics of cults the
role of gender and images of the other based on research conducted during the
last fifteen years in africa the contributors document changes taking place
across the continent as possession beliefs and practices respond to new
circumstances and address the shifting local implications of an increasingly
global socio economy gender ethnicity and class are examined as intersecting
forces and features of spirit phenomena the case studies presented are richly
contextualized history social organization and upheaval alternative religious
options all are considered relevant to an understanding of possession forms
contributors leslie sharp heike behrend adeline masquelier mathias krings jean paul
colleyn alexandra o de sousa susan kenyon tobias wendl ute luig and linda giles
co published with james currey publishers u k the wisconsin edition is not for sale
in the united kingdon the traditional british commonwealth excepting canada nor
in europe
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 26, Internal Revenue, Pt. 1 (Sections 1.
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908-1. 1000), Revised as of April 1 2010 2010-06-29 this book provides a
fascinating historical and cultural overview of traditional beliefs about spirit
possession and exorcism around the world from europe to asia and the middle
east to the americas possession and exorcism are elements that occur in nearly
every culture why is belief in spiritual possession so universal this accessible
reference volume offers a broad sample of the traditions and cultures involving
possession and exorcism presenting thoughts on this widely popular topic by
experts from the fields of anthropology sociology religious studies history
neuroscience forensics and theology the entries cover the subject of possession
and exorcism across all inhabited continents from the bronze age to the 21st
century providing information that is accessible and intriguing as well as
scholarly and authoritative beyond addressing the christian tradition of
possession and exorcism pentecostalism and new age and less widely known
western concepts about possession and exorcism this work examines ideas about
possession and exorcism from other world religions and the indigenous cultures
of asia africa and the americas it also covers historic cases of possession and
presents biographies of famous theologians exorcists and possessed individuals
high school and undergraduate readers will learn about world history
religious and spiritual traditions and world cultures through a topic that
figures prominently in popular culture and modern entertainment bibliographies
that accompany each entry as well as a selected general bibliography serve to
help students locate print and electronic sources of additional information
Possession, Ecstasy, and Law in Ewe Voodoo 1998 first published in 2002 this
volume is part of the outstanding dissertations in linguistics series the aim of
this thesis is to investigate the syntax of possession expressions in japanese at
the sentential level it starts with a background of possessive syntax and
illustrates how japanese presents us with an interesting case study of
possessive syntax
The Grammar of Possession 1996-12-19
Possession 2011-03-15
Possession, Puritanism and Print 2015-10-06
Spirit Possession, Modernity & Power in Africa 1999
Spirit Possession around the World 2015-05-26
The Syntax of Possession in Japanese 2013-12-16
Gun Acquisition and Possession in Selected Juvenile Samples 1993
Federal Register 1978-08
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